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Abstract 
The longest common nonsupersequence (LCNS) problem is shown to be NP-complete over 
the binary alphabet, and Max SNP-hard, in general. Although it is open whether this problem 
and the shortest common nonsubsequence problem are Max SNP-hard over the binary 
alphabet, we show that their generalizations (the mixed supersequence and the mixed subsequ- 
ence problems) indeed remain Max SNP-hard over the binary alphabet. 
1. Introduction 
Various optimization problems for strings and sequences that arise from data 
compression [13], DNA sequence analysis [7] and robot planning [3] have been 
extensively studied in recent years. A supersequence of a string s is any string that is 
obtained by inserting some letters into s; a subsequence of s is any string that is 
obtained by deleting some letters from s. A nonsupersequence of s is a string that is not 
a supersequence of s, and nonsubsequence of s is defined similarly. The shortest 
common supersequence (SCS) and the longest common subsequence (LCS) problems 
are studied in [6,8,11]; the longest common nonsupersequence (LCNS) and the 
shortest common nonsubsequence (SCNS) problems are studied in [9,12]. 
The first part of this paper is devoted to the CNS problem introduced in [14]. The 
CNS problem is to find, given a finite set S of strings and an integer k, a string of length 
3 k over the same alphabet that is a nonsupersequence of any string in S. We show 
that this problem remains NP-complete over the binary alphabet. Moreover, we show 
that finding the LCNS of finite strings is Max SNP-hard, which implies that it is 
unlikely that there is a polynomial time approximation scheme for the LCNS 
problem. The second part of this paper studies two new optimization problems for 
sequences - the mixed supersequence and the mixed subsequence problems. The 
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mixed supersequence problem is to find, given two sets of strings, the longest string 
that is a CNS of a set of strings and a common supersequence of the other set of 
strings. Obviously, such a problem is a generalization of the LCNS problem. The 
mixed subsequence problem is defined dually. These two problems are also practical. 
For example, consider two sample sets N and P of DNA sequences, the length of the 
longest string s that is a CNS of N and a common supersequence of P might be defined 
as a measure of the similarity between DNA samples from N and P, the larger the 
length of s, the more similar the DNA samples are. We show that these two problems 
remain Max SNP-hard over the binary alphabet. To the author’s knowledge, these are 
the first two optimization problems for sequences that have been proved to remain 
Max SNP-hard over the binary alphabet. 
Our results complete those of Jiang and Li [6], Maier [S], Middendorf [9], Raiha 
and Ukkonen [ll], and Rubinov and Timkovsky [12] (see Table 1 in Section 5). 
Finally, we assume the reader to be familiar with the elementary theory of NP- 
problems as presented e.g. in [4]. 
2. The longest common nonsupersequence problem 
For a nonnegative integer k, let [l, k] denote the set of integers between 1 and k. 
Clearly, [l,O] is the empty set. Let u = uluZ...u,,, and u = u~v~.~~u,~, be two strings 
over the alphabet A, where Ui, Uj E A for all possible i and j. If there is a strictly 
increasing functionffrom [l, 1 ul] to [l, 1 vi] such that Ui = of(i) for each in [l, lull, we 
say that u is a subsequence of v and v a supersequence of u. Note that the empty string is 
a subsequence of any string. A string u is a nonsubsequence of v and v a nonsupersequ- 
ence of u if u is not a subsequence of u. A string u is a common (non)supersequence of 
a set S of strings if it is a (non)supersequence of every string in S. 
In the rest of this section, we concentrate on the following two problems on 
sequences. 
CNS problem: 
Instance: A finite set S of strings over alphabet A, and an integer k. 
Question: Does S have a common nonsupersequence of length 3 k over A? 
Note that the CNS problem is in NP although a string set S may have infinite 
CNSs. This is because S has a CNS of length > k over A if and only if it has a CNS of 
length k. Besides, it is not difficult to see that a string set S has finite CNSs if and only 
if, for every letter a EA, a” ES for some positive integer n. Therefore, we have the 
following version of the CNS problem. 
LCNS problem: 
Instance: A finite set S of strings over alphabet A that has finite CNSs. 
Question: Find a LCNS of S over A. 
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2.1. The CNS problem 
Rubinov and Timkovsky proved in [12], that the CNS problem is NP-complete 
and questioned whether it will remain NP-complete over alphabets of bounded size. 
Here we give a positive answer to this question. 
Theorem 2.1. The CNS problem is NP-complete for strings over alphabets qf size 2. 
Proof. The CNS problem is in NP. This is because it can be tested in polynomial time 
whether a given string of length k is a CNS of a set S of strings or not. 
To show that the CNS problem is NP-complete, we reduce the INDEPENDENT SET 
problem to it. Given a graph G = (I’, E) with vertex set V = {ui, v2, . . . . urn} and edge 
set E = (eI,e2, . . . . e,}, and an integer 2 < k’ d m, the INDEPENDENT SET problem asks 
whether G has an independent set of size 2 k’, i.e. a subset v L V such that 1 VI 3 k’ 
and such that no two vertices in v are adjacent. We now construct a set S of strings 
over the alphabet {a, b} from the graph G as follows. 
Define 
T, = azm+r, T, = bk’+‘, So = ba2”’ 
Si = a2i-1ba2(m-i)‘1, i = I,2 ,..., ~74 
D, = a2ib2a2W-i) 
1 , i=1,2 ,..., m, 
and for each edge el = (Vi, vj) E E, i < j, define 
EI = a2iba2(j-i)ba2(m-j) 
Set S = {T,,Tb,SO,S1 ,..., S,, DI,D2 ,..., D,,E1, Ez, . . . . E,} and set k = 2m + k’. 
Then the following facts are true. 
Claim 1. The length of any CNS of S is < k. 
Proof. Suppose t is a string of length > k = 2m + k’. Then t contains either at least 
2m + 1 a’s or at least k’ + 1 b’s. In the former case, t is a supersequence of T,. In the 
later case, t is a supersequence of Tb. Hence, t cannot be a CNS of strings in S. 
Therefore, for any CNS s of S, Is1 < k. 0 
Claim 2. Let s be a string over {a, b} that contains exactly 2m a’s and k’ b’s Then s is 
a nonsupersequence of Et that corresponds to the edge (vi, vj) if and only if s is 
a nonsupersequence of either a2iba2(m-iJ or a2jba2(“~j’. 
Proof. Observe that s and El both contain exactly 2m a’s. This implies that, if s is 
a supersequence of EI i.e. there is an embedding f of Er into s, the pth a in Et is mapped 
onto the pth a in s (by f). 
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If s is a nonsupersequence of E,, we conclude from the observation mentioned 
above that there is no b either between the 2ith a and the (2i + 1)th a or between the 
2jth a and the (2j + 1)th a. Therefore, s is a nonsupersequence of either u2ibu2cm-i) or 
u2jbu2(m-.i) 
Conversely, if s is a nonsupersequence of u2ibu2(m-i) or u2jbu2(“-j), s must be 
a nonsupersequence of El. This is because El is a supersequence of u2ibu2cm-i) and 
u2.ibu2(m-i) 0 
Claim 3. Zf s is a CNS of S that contains exactly 2m u’s, then thejirst letter of s must be 
a, there are even number of u’s before any b in s, and there are at least two u’s between 
any two consecutive b’s. 
Proof. It follows from the construction of Si and Dj that s is a CNS of So, S1, . . . . S, 
and DO,D1 ,,..., D,. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 (continued). Now let s be a CNS of S of length 2 k = 2m + k’. 
By Claim 1, the length of s is k. Since it is a nonsupersequence of T, and Tb, s contains 
exactly 2m u’s and k’ b’s. By Claim 3, s is of the form 
s = u2i~bu2i2b~~~ba2ik~bu2(m-i, - ~~~-i,~) 
3 
where ij > 0. Set V = {vi,, vi, + i2) . . . , Vi, + il + .._ + ik,}. Then 1 VI = k’. Furthermore, for any 
vi,vj E V, s is a supersequence of u2ibu2U-i)bu2(m-j), and so Vi and vj are not joined by 
any edge of V. Thus p is an independent set in the graph. 
Conversely, let G have an independent set v = {vii, nil, . . . , Vi&.} of size k’, where 
1 < ii < i2 < ... < ik, 6 m. put s = u2ilbu2(iz-il)b...bu2(i~‘-i~‘~~)bu2(”-ik~). The string 
s contains exactly 2m u’s and k’ b’s. This implies that s is a nonsupersequence of T, and 
Tb. Furthermore, since there is no b between the (2i - 1)th a and the 2ith a for all 
i > 0, s is a nonsupersequence of Si for all 0 < i < m. By the definition of s, 
a2ibu2(j-i)bu2(m-i) is a subsequence of s if and only if (Vi, Uj) E l? Since r is an 
independent set, s is a nonsupersequence of E, for every 1~ n. Obviously, s is 
a nonsupersequence of Di for each i > 0. Putting all these together, we have that s is 
a CNS of S. Therefore, G has an independent set of size > k’ if and only if S has a CNS 
of length 2 k and so the CNS problem is NP-complete over alphabets of size 2. 0 
2.2. Lower bounds for the LCNS problem 
Clearly as the finding version of the CNS problem, the LCNS problem is also 
NP-complete. In this subsection we show that it is even Max SNP-hard. This implies 
that if there is a polynomial time approximation scheme for the LCNS problem, then 
there is one also for a wide class of optimization problems, which includes several 
variants of maximum satisfiability, the traveling salesman problem is graphs with 
distances either 1 or 2. This is unlikely to be possible unless P = NP. 
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Let P, Q be two optimization problems. We say that P Z-reduces to Q, if there are 
two polynomial time algorithms A and A’ and constants CI > 0 and fl > 0 such that: 
(a) given an instance p of the problem P, algorithm A produces an instance 4 of 
Q such that the cost of the optimum solution opt(q) of 4 is at most a. opt(p), and 
(b) given any solution y of q, algorithm A’ produces in polynomial time a solution 
x of p such that Jcost(x) - opt(p)\ d fi.lcost(y) - opt(q)(. 
Note that we do not distinguish maximization and minimization problems in the 
above definition of Z-reduction. Moreover, if the problem P y-reduces to the 
problem Q, and if Q can be approximated in polynomial time with relative error E (i.e. 
within a factor of 1 - E), then P can be approximated in polynomial time with relative 
error a@. Therefore, if Q has a polynomial time approximation scheme, then so 
does P. 
The class Max SNP is a class of optimization problems introduced by Papadimit- 
riou and Yannakakis in [lo]. A problem is Max SNP-hard if every problem in Max 
SNP can be g-reduced to it. 
Theorem 2.2. The LCNS problem is Max SNP-hard. 
Proof. The reduction is from the INDEPENDENT SET-B problem: given a graph with 
degrees of vertices bounded by constant B, find the largest independent set. This 
problem was shown to be Max SNP-hard in [lo]. 
Given a graph G = (V, E) with bounded degree. For each vertex u of G we have 
a letter a,. Corresponding to each vertex u, we have a string a:. Corresponding to each 
edge (u, u), we have two strings avau and a,a,. Let SG = {a,a,,a,a,, a,a,( v E V, 
(II, u) E E}. Now suppose that v’ E V is an independent set of G, say 
y = {ur, v2, . ..) uk}. Since, for each pair (Vi,Vj) of vertices in v’, ui and uj are not 
connected by any edge in G, s = a,,, au2 ..eavr is a CNS of Sc. Conversely, given a CNS 
s of SG, since any letter appears at most one time in s, the vertices corresponding to 
letters appear in s consist of an independent set with the size IsI. Therefore, an 
independent set of G corresponds to a CNS of SG with the same cost and vice versa. 
This implies that the reduction is an .9-reduction. 17 
The author found that the same reduction was independently used in [12] for 
proving that this problem is, in general NP-complete. 
3. Mixed sequence problems 
The LCNS problem can be generalized into the following supersequence problem: 
Mixed supersequence problem: 
Instance: Two finite sets N and P of strings over alphabet A. 
Question: Find the longest string over A that is a common nonsupersequence of
N and a common supersequence of P. 
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This problem is a dual problem of the consistent supersequence problem introduc- 
ed by Jiang and Li in [S], which is to find, given two string sets P and N, a shortest 
string that is a common supersequence of P and nonsupersequence of N. 
Although we have proved that the LCNS problem is Max SNP-hard in the last 
section, it is open whether it remains Max SNP-hard over an alphabet of size 2. In 
what follows, however, we will show that the mixed supersequence problem is indeed 
Max SNP-hard over an alphabet of size 2. 
Theorem 3.1. The mixed supersequence problem is Max SNP-hard even over an 
alphabet of size 2. 
Proof. Again we _Y-reduce the INDEPENDENT SET-B problem to the mixed supersequ- 
ence problem. 
Given a graph G = (V, E) of bounded degree B, with vertex set V = (vl, v2, . . . , v,} 
and edge set E = {e1,e2,..., e,}. Since G has bounded degree B, any largest indepen- 
dent set of G contains at least ) VI/(B + 1) = m/(B + 1) vertices. Let T,, Si, Dj, El be the 
strings over A = (a, b} defined according to G in the proof of Theorem 2.1. We 
construct an instance of the mixed supersequence problem as follows. Define string 
sets NG and PG over A as 
NG= (T,,So,S1,...,S,,D1,D,,...,D,,El,E2,...,E,}, 
and 
PG = {aZm}. 
Let s be a CNS of Nc and a common supersequence of PG. As a nonsupersequence of 
a2m+ ’ and a supersequence of a”“, s must contain exactly 2m a’s. Moreover, s must be 
of the form (see the proof of Theorem 2.1) 
s = a2ilba2i’b...baZi*ba2(m-i’-...i*) 
9 
whereij>Oforj=1,2 ,..., kandk,<m. 
It is not difficult to see that G has an independent set v’ = {vi,, Vii, . . . . vb}, where 
1 < iI d ... < ik, if and only if a2iLba2i’b...ba2i”ba 2 (m-it -‘..ik) is a CNS of NG and 
a common supersequence of PG. Hence, the optimal solution for the instance (Nc, PC) 
has the length < 2m + opt(G) < (2B + 3)opt(G), where opt(G) is the size of the 
optimal solution for G. Thus, the reduction is an &?-reduction with cx = 2B + 3 and 
B=l. 0 
Similarly, we define the mixed subsequence problem as follows: 
Mixed subsequence problem: 
Instance: Two finite sets N and P of strings over alphabet A. 
Question: Find the shortest string over A that is a common nonsubsequence of 
N and a common subsequence of P. 
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This problem is similar to but different from the distinguishing string problem [9]. 
It will not surprise us that such a problem is also Max SNP-hard over an alphabet of 
size 2. 
Theorem 3.2. The mixed subsequence problem is Max SNP-hard over an alphabet of 
size 2. 
Proof. The reduction is from the VERTEX COVER-B problem (see [lo]): given a connected 
graph with degree of vertices bounded by constant B, find the smallest vertex cover, 
where a vertex cover of a graph G is defined to be a subset I” of I’(G) such that each 
edge of G is adjacent to at least one vertex of I”. Since B is constant, the size of the 
smallest vertex cover is bounded below by 1 V(G)I/(B + 1) for a connected graph 
G (here the connection hypothesis is crucial). 
Given a graph G = (V, E) of bounded degree B, with node set V = {c.i , v2, . . , v,) 
andedgesetE={e,,e,,..., e,}. We construct an instance of the mixed subsequence 
problem as follows. 
Define 
T = (bma)2m+1 b”, 
and, for each edge el = (Vi, Uj) (i <j), define 
E, = (b’“a)2ia(b”a)2(j~‘--1’+ 1 a(bma)2(m-il+ 1 bm, 
We set NG = (T,E,,E,, . . . . E,) and PC = {(bmu)2m+Zbm, (u2m+2b)ma2m+2}. First we 
have the following easy facts. 
Claim 1. A string s is a common subsequence of Po if and only $ it contains at most 
2m + 2 a’s and at most m b’s. 
Proof. One string in Po contains 2m + 2 a’s and the other contains m b’s. Thus, 
a common subsequence of Po must contain at most 2m + 2 a’s and at most m b’s, 
Conversely, it is not difficult to see that any string containing at most 2m + 2 a’s and 
at most m b’s is a common subsequence of P,. 0 
Claim 2. Let s be a string that contains exactly 2m + 2 a’s and at most m b’s and let Et 
he the string derived from the edge e, = (vi, vj). Then the string s is a nonsubsequence of 
Et if and only ifit contains either a2iba2(m-i+1) or a2jba2’m-j+1) as a subsequence. 
Proof. Note that s and EI both contain exactly 2m + 2 a’s. If s contains either 
a2iba2(m-i+l) or a2jba2(m-j+l) as a subsequence, there must be at least one b either 
between the 2ith a and the (2i + 1)th a or between the 2jth a and (2j + 1)th a. On the 
other hand, there is no b between the corresponding a’s in Et. Thus, s in a nonsubsequ- 
ence of Et. Conversely, it is easy to see that a nonsubsequence of EI must contain either 
a2iha2(m-i+‘) or a2jba2(“-j+‘) as a subsequence. 0 
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Claim 3. Let s be a string that contains at most 2m + 2a’s and at most m b’s. It is 
a nonsubsequence of the string T if and only if it contains exactly 2m + 2 a’s. 
Proof. It is obvious and thus is omitted. q 
Proof of Theorem 3.2 (continued). By Claims 1 and 3, a string must contain exactly 
2m + 2 a’s and at most m b’s if it is a common nonsubsequence of NG and a common 
subsequence of PG. 
Suppose G has the smallest vertex cover V’ = (uil, ui2, .. . . uir}, where il < i2 < ... 
< ik. Define 
s = a2i1~a2(i2-i’)b.,.ba2(ik-i*-l )ba , Z(n+l-ik) 
Note that s contains exactly 2m + 2 a’s and k b’s. Since v’ is a vertex cover of G, for 
each edge el = (Ui,Vj), v’ contains either Ui or Uj. By the definition, s contains 
a subsequence a2iba2(m-i+ 1) or a2iba2(m-j+ 11 and so, by Claim 2, it is a nonsubsequ- 
ence of Er. Since s contains 2m + 2 a’s, it is also a nonsubsequence of T. By Claim 1, 
s is a common subsequence of PG. Thus, the shortest string over {a, b) that is 
a common nonsubsequence of NG and a common subsequence of PC has length 
opt((N,, PC)) < 2m + 2 + k = 2m + 2 + opt(G) d 2(B + 2)opt(G). 
Conversely, let s be a string over {a, b) that is a common nonsubsequence of Nc and 
a common subsequence of PG. We produce a vertex cover for G as follows. Note that 
s contains exactly 2m + 2 a’s and at most m b’s. Let s contain k b’s. Let { j, ,j,, . . . , jk,} 
be the set of integers j such that s contains a2jba2(“‘+l-j) as a subsequence. Then 
k’<k. We set V’={U~,,V~~ ,._.) vjk,). Since, for each edge el = (ui,Vj), the string 
scontainsa2~ba2~~-~+~~ora2jba2~~-j+~~ and SO either Vi or Uj in v’. This implies that 
v’ is indeed a vertex cover of G. Moreover, since opt(G) corresponds to a solution of 
the instance (N,, PC) of size 2m + 2 + opt(G), which is 3 opt((N,, PC)), we have that 
Ik’ - opt(G)1 d k - opt(G) = (2m +‘k + 2) - (opt(G) + 2m + 2) 
d 1 isi - GPt((Nc, pG))i. 
Thus, the reduction is an T-reduction with M: = 2(B + 2) and p = 1. 0 
4. Complexity of sequence problems 
The shortest common supersequence (SCS) problem is to find, for a finite set of 
strings over an alphabet, a shortest string that is a supersequence of any string in the 
given string set. Similarly, the LCS and the SCNS problem can be formulated. Maier 
showed that the LCS problem is NP-complete for strings over an alphabet of size 
2 and the SCS problem is NP-complete for strings over an alphabet of size 5 [8]. Later 
Rlihl and Ukkonen [l l] have relaxed the condition “size 5” to “size 2” for the SCS 
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problem. Recently, Rubinov and Timkovsky [12] proved that the SCNS problem is, 
in general, NP-complete. Middendorf [9] proved that such a problem remains 
NP-complete for strings over an alphabet of size 2. Moreover, their proofs of 
NP-completeness for the LCS, SCS, SCNS problems imply implicitly that these 
problems are Max SNP-hard, in general (see also [6]). Therefore, putting all these 
results and our results together, we have a clear picture of the complexity of optimiza- 
tion problems concerning subsequences and supersequences, which is illustrated in 
Table 1. Since there is a common belief that no problem in Max SNP has a poly- 
nomial time approximation scheme, the optimization problems for sequences are hard 
to be approximated, and thus the fruitless search for good approximations of the past 
years is not surprising. Note that the following problem is still open: 
Does the SCS (LCNS, LNS, and LCNS) problem remain Max SNP-hard over binary 
alphabets? 
Remark. After this paper was submitted, Bonizzoni et al. [2] proved that the SCS and 
LCS problems are Max SNP-hard over binary alphabets. 
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